FEATURES OF THE FORMATION OF THE RESOURCE BASE OF BANKS: ESSENCE AND SIGNIFICANCE

The article carries out a thorough study and analyzes the main theoretical approaches to determining the essence of the resource base of banks, examines in more detail such concepts as "bank resources", "bank financial resources", "bank resources" and summarizes the peculiarities of the studied definitions. It was concluded that the structure of the resource base of individual banks is individual and mainly depends on the degree of specialization of the bank, the state of its credit resources and other factors. The formation of the resource base according to the form of resources was studied and significant advantages regarding its formation with the help of the bank's participation in the financial and industrial group were determined. It was concluded that the resource base of the bank can be considered not only from the traditional point of view of the bank's capital concentration, but also from the general economic point of view, as the basis of all banking activity, because the amount of profit of the banking institution directly depends on the formation of the resource base.
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різних форм та видів ресурсів для забезпечення виконання стратегічної мети і оперативних цілей банку, тому що акумульовані банком кошти є фінансовою базою його діяльності. Досліджено формування ресурсної бази за формою ресурсів та визначено значні переваги щодо її формування за допомогою участі банку у фінансово-промисловій групі. Головною передумовою ефективного функціонування банків та їх фінансової стійкості є стабільність і достатність їх ресурсної бази. Зроблено висновки, що ресурсну базу банку можна розглядати та пільги з традиційної точки зору концентрації капіталу банку, але й з загальноекономічної точки зору, як основу всієї банківської діяльності, бо від формування ресурсної бази напряму залежить розмір прибутку банківської установи.
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Formulation of the problem. A properly balanced and sufficient resource base of the bank is an important condition for their profitability and liquidity and the trust of financial market participants. Strengthening the resource base of banks contributes to increasing their capabilities in meeting the current and investment needs of all economic entities in additional financial resources. As the experience of the developed countries of the world shows, it is the banks that increase the national wealth of the country at the expense of their financial flows. Today, in the conditions of the financial crisis in Ukraine, the problem of formation and use of bank resources is significant and acute. Therefore, a deeper study of the theoretical foundations of the formation of the bank's resource base and, on this basis, the search for practical ways to solve existing problems became the reason for writing this article.

Analysis of recent research and publications. Questions related to the determination of the essence of the resource base of banks were reflected in the works of domestic scientists, namely: Alekseenko M.D., Andreykiv T.Ya., Borysenko I.I., Drogorub I.V., Koval S., Kovalenko M.O., Moroz A.M., Pavlyuk K.V., Ruschehshyn N.M., Savluk M.I., Senishch P.M., Shmorgai V.B. and others. These scientists consider different approaches to the essence and meaning of the resource base of banks. There are also different views on the sources of formation of bank resources and theoretical approaches to the definition of such concepts as "bank resources", "bank financial resources", "bank resources" regarding their generalization. Among the foreign scientists who focused on the issue of the formation of the resource base of banks, it is appropriate to highlight the scientific works of Edwin J. Dolan, Timothy Koch, Reed E., Kotter R., Gill E., Rose P. and others. Along with this, the problems of the formation and effective management of the resources of banking institutions require further research due to the fact that today requires dynamic changes in the environment of their activity.

Formulation of the purpose of the article. The purpose of the article is to substantiate the theoretical aspects characterizing the formation of the resource base of banks at both the micro and macro levels.

Presentation of the main research material. The world realities of economic development are characterized by high dynamism and integration of processes, deepening of inter-economic ties and active interaction with international partners. The leading role in such processes is played by the banking system as a financial intermediary and coordinator of financial resources. Banks mobilize and redistribute capital among various market participants, which allows them to successfully solve the problem of providing banking resources as the basis of their activity.

It is financial resources, and their gradual increase, that contributes to the ability of banks to meet the needs of enterprises and households in additional financial resources, both from the point of view of liquidity and from the point of view of investment. At the same time, the war in Ukraine and financial instability significantly exacerbated the problems associated with the formation and use of banking resources. The need to accelerate production growth and the limited stock market create an excessive demand for bank loans, which, in turn, implies a further increase in bank resources.
It should be noted that in modern economic literature there are different and often quite contradictory views on the understanding and interpretation of the essence of the concept of "banking resources" depending on the specific criteria that the authors apply to express the essence of this concept. Some authors do not make a clear distinction between the concepts of "bank resources", "bank capital" and "bank equity" and equate them. Some scientists equate the bank's financial resources with the bank's resources in general. At the same time, bank resources are defined as the basis of all bank activities. This is due to the fact that the processes of resource formation and lending are closely interconnected [1].

For example, Pavlyuk K.V., who defines financial resources as a material manifestation of distribution and redistribution relations, namely, that these are monetary accumulations and incomes created in the process of distribution and redistribution of the gross domestic product and concentrated in the appropriate funds to ensure the continuity of extended reproduction and satisfaction of other social needs [2]. In the presented definition, the main attention is focused on the form of manifestation, sources of formation and target purpose of financial resources, which are formed at the stage of distribution and redistribution of GDP.

Other domestic economists, in particular Bandurka O.M. and Korobov M.Ya., develop the ideas of Pavlyuk K.V. and supplement the above interpretation in the context of determining the levels of formation of financial resources. In other words, in their opinion, financial resources are centralized and decentralized money funds for a specific purpose [2]. The aforementioned researchers emphasize that the formation and use of financial resources takes place both at the macro and micro levels.

At the same time, Borysenko I.I., like most domestic authors, proposes to interpret the financial resources of a banking institution as a set of own, borrowed and borrowed funds that are at its disposal and are used to carry out banking activities for the purpose of obtaining profit [3; 10; 11].

Leading scientists Moroz A.M., Savluk M.I. believe that the bank's resources are a set of funds that are at its disposal and are used to perform active operations [3; 4]. A similar approach to determining the essence of bank resources is used by Alekseenko M.D. – bank resources are a set of monetary resources and tangible, intangible and financial assets expressed in monetary form, which are at the disposal of banks and can be used by them to carry out active operations and provide services [3; 5]. What is similar in these definitions is that they characterize bank resources as a set of funds used by banks to carry out active operations and provide services. It should be noted that according to Alekseenko M.D., bank resources are expressed in monetary form, while others interpret them only as a certain collection of funds.

As is known, financial resources, depending on the level of their formation and use, are divided into centralized, which are at the disposal of the state, separate administrative and territorial units, and decentralized, which are created and spent by individual economic entities [2].

Thus, the determining factor in the study of the term "banking resources" is their financial side – that is, first of all, financial resources, which at the same time can have a spatial, temporal or informational component of its disclosure. So, in particular, the time component of financial resources determines the possibility of their transformational changes, including into other types of bank resources: material, labor, technical, etc. Along with this, the spatial component can determine the features of attracting financial resources in accordance with individual regions of the functioning of banking institutions, and the information component can ensure the formation of the value of financial resources both attracted and borrowed by potential customers [3; 6; 12; 13]. We can come to the conclusion that the term "bank resources" should be considered from two sides: firstly, as a set of all possible bank resources, secondly, through the determination of the essence of the financial resources of a banking institution.

Considering the economic content of bank resources, it is important to note that their circulation is carried out on a credit basis and therefore is a kind of commodity. The value of using bank resources lies in their ability to function as capital and generate income in
the form of credit profit, which is a component of bank profit. From this point of view, the concept of "bank resources" can be considered in two aspects.

First, traditional banking resources are temporarily free funds of the economy and population accumulated by the bank under the conditions of securing property or debt obligations for further placement on the market for profit.

Secondly, in addition to traditional banking resources, this concept can also include the real capabilities of the bank not only to accumulate funds in debt obligations and property obligations, but also the ability to withdraw profits from conducting profitable banking operations (income active, commission and brokerage operations). Instead, the amount of profit should be sufficient for the payback of the borrowed and borrowed resources and the gradual growth of the bank's capital. It is the understanding of banking resources in a broad aspect that puts the problem of asset/liability management in the center [7; 13].

Thus, most scientists characterize the bank's resources as a collection of funds, that is, the terminological identity of the two definitions – "financial resources of the bank" and "bank resources" can be traced. In our opinion, the bank's financial resources are a set of funds (own, borrowed, borrowed) that are at the disposal of the bank, are a source of its industrial and social development, and are used by it to carry out profitable operations in order to achieve high financial results. It is logical that the bank's resources are not only financial, but also technical, labor, information, etc. However, we believe that it is advisable to consider them primarily from a financial point of view, since all possible types of such resources cannot be used without financial sources [3; 12].

So, it can be stated that bank resources are all the funds that the bank owns and that are used for lending, investing and conducting other active operations.

Some scientists consider the essence of bank resources through the prism of the concept of "bank capital". Based on the analysis of the theoretical essence, the concept of "capital" is defined as economic property relations between various subjects regarding the formation of assets, including cash in the bank and their use for the purpose of appropriating maximum profits. When elucidating the essence of bank capital, these authors distinguish the material content and the social form. The tangible structure of bank capital includes working capital (bank equipment, buildings) and various types of funds (own, borrowed and borrowed). The social form of bank capital is a set of economic property relations between various economic subjects regarding the attraction, use and appropriation of funds [3; 10; 11; 13].

The interpretation of the bank's financial resources is determined by the specifics of the banking institution, on the one hand, as a financial institution that freely redistributes financial resources, and on the other hand, as a business entity that uses financial resources.

Banking resources are all cash, monetary tangible and intangible assets owned by the bank and which can be used to carry out credit and investment operations and provide banking services [10-13].

Aggregate resources of the banking system is a specialized economic concept that expresses at the macroeconomic level a set of economic relations related to the creation, distribution and use of funds by the banking system. Taking into account the presence of multiplier effects in the creation of banking resources, as well as the activity of the central bank in issuing means of payment, it is quite difficult to determine the total resources of the country's banking system as a numerical sum of the resources of individual banks.

As Andreykiv T.Ya., Senishch P.M. and Sivulyak M.M. note, bank resources should be considered from the point of view of microeconomics, as well as from the macroeconomic aspect [7].

The macroeconomic aspect of the formation of bank resources: an important prerequisite for the growth of the monetary multiplier and money supply, acceleration of the remonetization of the economy and the development of market relations; an important source of investment in the real sector of the country's economy; achieving economic growth with effective use of invested funds; structural restructuring of the economy under the conditions of state support
of the banking system; a means of achieving social stability in society, increasing the well-being of citizens; a tool for increasing confidence in the economy, financial and banking system of Ukraine in the eyes of the world community; a source of liquidity support and ensuring the financial reliability of banking institutions; an opportunity to accumulate funds for the purpose of obtaining income or future use by investors and creditors of the bank under the conditions of reliability of their storage.

The microeconomic aspect of the formation of the resource base of banks is: a prerequisite for obtaining profit by the bank and satisfying the interests of its shareholders; a means of diversifying active operations, increasing the share of capital-intensive operations; growth of bank capitalization and compliance with the requirements of regulatory authorities; a tool for increasing trust in the bank, achieving image and other marketing goals; the source of financing the bank's activities at the initial stage of its creation and in the event of financial complications; establishment of business relations between commercial banks and their clients, access to new markets of banking services; creating a prerequisite for improving the organization of settlements in the economy, which allows the state to improve the state of monetary circulation, and economic entities to use forms of settlements that are beneficial for them [7; 8; 10–13].

The resources of an individual commercial bank are the funds that the bank disposes of and uses to ensure its activities on a commercial basis and in accordance with the requirements of regulatory bodies. The resources of the entire banking system are a special economic concept that expresses a set of economic relations regarding the creation, distribution and use of funds by the banking system at the macroeconomic level. The presence of a multiplier effect in the creation of resources of commercial banks, the activities of central banks in the issue of means of payment make it quite problematic to determine the total resources of the country's banking system by arithmetically summing up the resources of individual commercial banks.

To be more specific, bank resources in the microeconomic aspect can be characterized as funds accumulated by the bank through the issuance of equity securities or received for temporary use on the money market by economic entities on the basis of binding legal relationships, as well as funds of intrabank origin, i.e., the results of the bank's financial activities, which are used for further placement in accordance with the directions determined by the bank with the aim of obtaining profit, ensuring liquidity, strengthening the material and technical base of the bank, etc.

More specifically, bank resources in the microeconomic dimension are funds of intrabank origin, including those raised by banks through the issuance of equity securities or received for temporary use on the financial market from economic agents based on legal obligations, as well as income from the financial activities of banks, which are used for further development in accordance with the direction determined by the bank for the purpose of obtaining profit, improving the quality of banking services, improving the quality of the banking system [7–9].

In the macroeconomic aspect, banking resources are a set of resources of the entire banking system of the country, which are a source of satisfying the various needs of family farms, a source of investment for business entities and the banks themselves, financing the needs of the state (budget deficit), in general, an important lever for economic growth and structural restructuring of the economy. The market of banking resources, like any market in general, can be presented from an institutional and functional point of view. From an institutional point of view, it is a collection of sellers of monetary resources, buyers, intermediaries, and a controlling body represented by the National Bank of Ukraine. Naturally, a developed market should be characterized by both a variety of sellers, which are institutional and individual investors, commercial banks themselves that resell financial resources, and a variety of buyers and intermediaries. When regulating the activity of this market, priority should be given to the methods of economic regulation, not administrative. From a functional point of
вигляді, ринок банківських ресурсів є сферою економічних відносин, де процеси аккумуляції, розподілу та розміщення банківських ресурсів відбуваються, встановлюючи їхню ціну як результат порівняння пропозиції та попиту. Але також важливою задачею є теоретичне зрозуміння концепції ресурсного базису банків.

Банківський ресурсний базис є збором різних форм і типів ресурсів, які утримуються та використовуються банком, щоб забезпечити здійснення стратегічних та операційних цілей та об'єктивів діяльності. Традиційне розуміння концепції ресурсного базису банків є її інтерпретацією як сукупність коштів, які банк володіє. Цей підхід має деякий логічний підґрунтя, оскільки кошти, накопичені банком, є фінансовим основоположником його діяльності.

Однак концепцію "ресурсного базису" також можна розуміти як сукупність ресурсів, які банки використовують для зростання своєї фінансової потенціалу. Ресурсний базис є ресурсами, які банки використовують для зростання своєї фінансової потенціалу. Тому ресурсний базис можна уважати не лише з традиційного (узагальненої) погляду на концентрацію капіталу у банківських оборотах, але також з загальноекономічного, коли концепція "ресурсного базису" також включає організаційні та економічні ресурси (мережа філій, штат банку, його матеріально-технічну базу), які впливають на розвиток банку, є джерелом підтримки його конкурентних переваг і забезпечують отримання додаткових коштів (широкий підхід) [7-9].

Теоретично, концепція банківського ресурсного базису не складна для зрозуміння. Банківський ресурсний базис є збором різних форм і типів ресурсів, які утримуються та використовуються банком, щоб забезпечити здійснення стратегічних та операційних цілей та об'єктивів діяльності. Традиційне розуміння концепції банківського ресурсного базису є його інтерпретацією як загальну суму коштів, які банк володіє [7].

Цей підхід має деякий логічний підґрунтя, оскільки накопичені банком кошти є фінансовим основоположником його діяльності. Однак концепцію "ресурсного базису" також можна розуміти як сукупність ресурсів, які банки використовують для зростання своєї фінансової потенціалу. Ресурсний базис є ресурсами, які банки використовують для зростання своєї фінансової потенціалу. Тому ресурсний базис можна уважати не лише з традиційного (узагальненої) погляду на концентрацію капіталу у банківських оборотах, але також з загальноекономічного, коли концепція "ресурсного базису" також включає організаційні та економічні ресурси (мережа філій, штат банку, його матеріально-технічну базу), які впливають на розвиток банку, є джерелом підтримки його конкурентних переваг і забезпечують отримання додаткових коштів (широкий підхід) [7-9].

Теоретично, концепція банківського ресурсного базису не складна для зрозуміння. Банківський ресурсний базис є збором різних форм і типів ресурсів, які утримуються та використовуються банком, щоб забезпечити здійснення стратегічних та операційних цілей та об'єктивів діяльності. Традиційне розуміння концепції банківського ресурсного базису є його інтерпретацією як загальну суму коштів, які банк володіє [7].

Цей підхід має деякий логічний підґрунтя, оскільки накопичені банком кошти є фінансовим основоположником його діяльності.
accounting reporting, analysis of the validity and effectiveness of investment programs, selection of counterparties and additional investors).

**Conclusions.** The main prerequisite for the effective functioning of banks and their financial stability is the stability and adequacy of their resource base. Modern resource problems of banks are caused by many external and internal factors, which include the instability and inability of the banking system to adapt to adverse changes in the financial market. Solving these problems requires banks to optimize their resource policy, namely: increasing the amount of own capital; introduction of new types of banking products for both legal entities and individuals; implement effective methods of maneuvering its resource base, and for this, first of all, the bank must define a system of goals and directions of its activity, constantly monitor and compare resources through the selection of the best elements through their qualitative assessment. Thus, bank resources or resource base is very important, because it is the basis of all banking activities and the amount of profit of the banking institution depends on its formation.
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